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Abstact
   

In recent years, cloud computing has emerged as a major change in the world of technology, whereby 
computing workloads were transferred first from local data centers located within companies and 
organizations to large cloud centers

   

On the horizon, a new wave of change force the transition from cloud computing to edge computing which 
are located at the borders of networks so that computation is close to the source of the processed data, this 
to improve the performance and reliability of applications and services, and reduce the cost of their 
operation by optimizing the distance of the traveled data. In a mobile environment, we have to ask for the 
best technology to handle such environment, whether it be cloud computing or edge computing.

   

This presentation will go over several works varying from cloud computing to mobile edge 
computing in order to understand the researchers' focus. We will see that mobility is a 
simple phenomenon that will help the emergence of new technologies.
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Cloud  Computing  Presentation



Definition of Cloud Computing



Benefits of Cloud Computing

● Cost reduction
● Scalability
● Maintain business continuity
● Effective collaboration
● The flexibility of working practices
● Access to automatic updates

     



Edge Computing Presentation



Definition of Edge Computing 



Benefits of Edge Computing

● Speed and Latency

● Security

● Cost Savings

● Greater Reliability

● Scalability



The Mobile  Cloud Computing



Mobile Cloud Computing As An Emerging Technology



Methods To Use The Benefits of Cloud Computing for 
Mobile Devices
There are several methods for using the benefits of cloud computing for mobile 
devices :

● General purpose for mobile cloud computing(GPMCC)

● Application-specific for mobile cloud computing(ASMCC)



Challenges for Using Mobile Cloud Computing

● Poor bandwidth  

● Availability

● Offloading

● Offloading in the static environment

● Offloading in the dynamic 

environment

● Security

● Context-aware mobile cloud services

● Security for mobile users

● Security for mobile applications

● Privacy

● Data protection in the cloud

● Integrity

● Improved efficiency of data access



Mobile Edge Computing



Basic Structure of The MEC



MEC service scenarios

● Augmented reality AR

● Intelligent video acceleration

● Connected cars

● Iot convergence gatway



MEC Implementation Scenarios

The MEC server can be deployed in several locations. We mention here after 
several deployment scenarios for the MEC server



MEC solution implemented on the RAN side based on 
4G EPC architecture

                                              (a)                                                                              (b)
                                   
FIG.1: Implemented MEC Server (a) After the Ran-Side Base Station (b) behind a single 
base station on the RAN side



                             (a)                                                    (b)
Fig. 2 implemented MEC server together with (a) the P-GW on the CN side (b) the 
D-GW on the CN side

MEC solution implemented on the CN side based on 4G 
EPC architecture



Deployment plan of the MEC server based on 5G 
architecture

   

Fig 3. Deployment plan of the MEC server based on 5G architecture



Mobile computing In The Cloud Or At The 
Edge



Research trends And discussion 



Conclusion



The combination of Mobile Edge Computing and Mobile Cloud 
Computing architectures will increase data processing speed 
and reduce delays. Mobile Edge Computing, alone or in 
combination with cloud computing, will play a key role in 
enabling mobility-based technologies such as autonomous 
vehicles.
In this way we can enjoy the benefits of mobility, which are 
essentially guaranteed by Mobile Edge Computing.
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